8th Grade Supply List

The following supplies will be needed throughout the year in the 8th grade classes at Timberstone Junior High. This list is not inclusive, but it represents most of the supplies that the students will be asked to bring.

Supplies for ALL Classes:
- Two boxes of Kleenex should be provided to the student’s A+ teacher
- TI-30X IIS – Texas Instrument calculator
- ear buds (in zip lock bag and marked with student’s name)
- blue or black ink pens (several)
- red ink pens (several)
- pencils (several packages)
- package colored pencils-sharpened
- package of thin water color markers
- 2 ultra-fine black markers
- 2 highlighters
- several packages of wide/college ruled paper
- one standard spiral notebook (Social Studies)
- one package of 3 X 3 sticky notes (English/Gate)
- 2 binders - 1” each (Math and Science)
- 1 ½” or 2” binder and 10 dividers (Math)
- one package of graph paper – 4 squares per inch (Math)
- 3 two pocket folders (English, Social Studies and Reading)
- glue stick
- scissors
- mouse with USB port

Supplies for Individual Classes:

PHYSICAL EDUCATION
- gym shoes, socks, deodorant
- combination lock (optional)
- shirt/sweatshirt and shorts/sweatpants for sports activities (not worn to school)

GATE ENGLISH (Gifted Class)
- 1 1” 3 ring binder
- 1 package of 5 count dividers
- 1 Red Spiral Notebook – college ruled
- 1 package of college ruled notebook paper
- additional supplies and books will be needed throughout the year – a book list will be provided in the fall

SPANISH I
- 1” or 1 ½” binder with 5 dividers
- dry erase marker
- single subject spiral notebook
- ear buds or headphones
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The following supplies will be needed throughout the year in the 8th grade classes at Timberstone Junior High. This list is not inclusive, but it represents most of the supplies that the students will be asked to bring.

FRENCH I
- 1” or 1 ½” binder with 5 dividers
- dry erase marker
- ear buds or headphones

ART
- 8X10 HARD BOUND sketchbook. Sketchbooks with glue binding are NOT acceptable.
- #2 Pencils – NO mechanical! To be brought to art class each day.
- 2 black fine or ultra-fine sharpie markers (left in art room)

CHOIR
- black 1” binder with pockets
- black shoes and black pants (NO LEGGINGS)

MUSICAL THEATER
- black 1” binder with pockets

BAND
- Technique & Musicianship Book (Tan Book) published by Kjos (instrument specific)
- Instrument & pencil
- Flutes – cleaning rod, swab
- Brass – valve oil/slide grease, polish cloth
- Cl/Sx/Ob/Bxn – 3 working reeds/cork, grease, swab
- Percussion – snare sticks, plastic bell mallets, a small mallet ag and Mike Balter 14B medium soft mallets (should have from 7th grade and Vic Firth timpani mallets – T1 general (new purchase for 8th grade – Rettig music carries these)

ORCHESTRA
- Essential Technique for Strings (green book) and instrument

ALGEBRA - ONLY STUDENTS enrolled in high school Algebra need this – no other Math classes need this calculator
- graphing calculator TI-83 plus or TI-84 plus (need in addition to TI-30X IIS)
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